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AN ASPECT OF ATHENIAN PUBLIC FINANCE 

Two of the famous events of Greek history, the condemnation of the generals 
after Arginousai and the crowning of Demosthenes, involve violations of rules 
which the Athenian demos had imposed to limit its own freedom of action. 
Conversely, there were times when the demos and its leaders went out of their 
way to avoid breaking such rules. Recognition of this fact will help explain 
certain puzzling aspects of Athenian finance: even though only small sums of 
money might be at stake, the Athenians had recourse to various expedients in 
order to observe the formalities. 

In 418/7, for example, the assembly voted to use Athena's money for an 
expedition headed by Demosthenes, so her treasurers transferred the funds to 
the Hellenotamiai, who in turn gave them (or at least were authorized to give 
them) to Demosthenes and the others in charge.' Then, however, the assembly 
decided that the money should go toward another campaign instead. But 
regulations apparently did not allow Demosthenes and his colleagues or the 
Hellenotamiai to transfer the funds directly to the generals in charge of the 
second expedition. The Hellenotamiai in accordance with another decree of the 
assembly returned the money to the treasurers of Athena, who then gave it over 
to the Hellenotamiai again, who finally gave it to the commanders of the second 
campaign. 

The main limit, however, on the assembly's power to spend Athena's money 
in the fifth century was a provision in the Kallias Decrees that any such 
expenditure in excess of ten thousand drachmai must be authorized by a vote of 
adeia. 2 We do not know the exact details of this stipulation, but in other contexts 
a grant of adeia required six thousand affirmative votes.3 This, of course, would 
prevent a hasty decision taken in a rump caucus of a small minority of citizens. 
In the fourth century the principal restriction on haste was the requirement that 
any new addition to the budget voted by the assembly had to be approved 
subsequently by the nomothetai before it could go into effect,4 just as a vote of 
the demos to confer citizenship on a foreigner had to be ratified by a process of 
dokimasia before it became effective. 5 

The politicians, however, managed to devise ways to circumvent the restric
tions. In 329/8, for example, as part of the Lykourgan reforms the Athenians 
celebrated games in honour of Amphiaraos. Demosthenes of Lamptrai moved 

1. IG e 302, lines l ff.; cf. Russell Meiggs and David Lewis, A Selection of Greek Historical 
Inscriptions to the End of the Fifth Century B.C., Oxford, 1969, no. 77, lines 2 ff. 

2. IG e 92, lines 43 ff.; cf. Meiggs and Lewis, op. cit., no. 588, lines 12 ff. 
3. Cf. Dem. XXIV, 45 f.; this passage may mean, however, that six thousand votes in all

affirmative or negative-were required: cf. A. E. Raubitschek, Hermes 83, 1955, ll9. 
4. Cf. David Lewis, Hesperia 28, 1959, 245 ff. and P. J . Rhodes, The Athenian Boule, Oxford, 

1972, 88 ff. 
5. Cf. Frederic S. Borowski, Dokimasia: A Study in Athenian Constitutional Law, diss. Cin

cinnati, 1976, 104 ff. 
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to honour the overseers of the festival, including Lykourgus himself, and to spend 
one hundred drachmai on a sacrifice and offering to the hero.6 His motion calls 
for the treasurer of the demos to advance the money for the sacrifice 
(7tpooaw:toat) and then continues, f.v 8£ -rotc; 7tpwtatc; VOJ . .L09Etatc; 7tpoovoJl0-
9Etfjoat t&t taJl[t]at• 'oouvat OE Kai tac; tptciKOVta o[p ]ax!lac; tOV tUJltUV 
'WU OtlJlOU tote; [a]ipE9Eiotv E7ti tOV ay&va lie; EtpYJtat Ot86vat EV t&t VOJ.l(J)t 
t&t aipE9Evn f.1ti tl'jv El'.>m~{av'. That is, at the first opportunity the nomo
thetai are to add to the standing orders of Athens the requirement of a previous 
decree that the treasurer annually provide thirty drachmai for this festival. 
Despite the difference in the numbers, the two provisions should be taken 
together: every year thirty drachmai will be spent on the sacrifice, but in the first 
year of the reorganized fete there will be a dedication in addition. The reason the 
treasurer will/end the money for the sacrifice is that he is not permitted to fund 
recurring expenses which have not been included in the basic budget, as 
determined in the nomothesia. Once it has been arranged in the nomothesia to 
allocate {J.1Ept1;;Etv) funds for this new expense, the treasurer will be able to 
pay for the sacrifice outright. 

Rhodes holds that in the fourth century the Athenians established certain 
funds which could act independently: 'various apxai were now given an annual 
allowance for their ordinary expenses, which presumably was theirs to spend 
without further interference.'7 One of these was what he calls the ekklesia's 
expense-account {tel Kata 'I'TJ<ptOJlata avaAt<JKOJlEVa tcp OtlJ.l(fl). I am 
arguing instead that the independence of the assembly was limited. Again 
according to Rhodes, 'the J.1EptoJ.16c; was so nicely calculated that a small 
additional burden imposed on the ekklesia's expense-account necessitated an 
adjustment to the J.1EptoJ.16c;.' 8 I think that his emphasis is wrong here. The 
expenditure of thirty drachmai for Amphiaraos is not a burden to the treasury. 
What matters is, not the size of the expenditure or the solvency of the treasury, 
but the satisfaction of all the formal requirements which have been established 
to prevent misuse of public funds. Demosthenes' decree was voted in the third 
prytany of the year, yet it was necessary to borrow rather than spend thirty 
drachmai. If the budget was drawn up so stringently that as early as the third 
prytany the assembly could not add such a small sum to it or could not even pay 
for the sacrifice to Amphiaraos by deleting some other expenditure, surely it 
had very little freedom in the use of its expense-account. 

Lewis calls attention to the same device of using a 'loan' in the fifth century.9 

Normally the treasurers of Athena say, 'the Athenians spent the following 
sums' and 'we handed over' (7tapEOOJlEV) the monies. In 415/4, however, they 
say that they loaned (f.oavdoa[JlEV]) nine talents to the Hellenotamiai for 

6. S/G 3 298, especially lines 35 ff. 
7. Op. cit., 103. 
8. Op. cit .. 10 I. 
9. Art. cit., 246. 
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the Panathenaia. 10 In this case the Panathenaia is not a new item like the 
sacrifice to Amphiaraos. Lewis suggests that the proper fund was temporarily 
short of money, so that recourse was had to borrowing from Athena. I think 
it equally possible that the men in charge simply failed to round up the 
necessary vote for a decree of adeia and thus were forced to borrow rather than 
spend Athena's money for her own festival. Whatever the reason, they made use 
of the same loophole as Demosthenes of Lamptrai a century later in order to 
comply with all the formal regulations. 

In neither case is it stated how the 'loan' should be repaid. In one fragmentary 
fourth century dec'ree, however, there does appear to be such a provision. 11 The 
treasurer of the demos is told to pay or lend (the word is missing) for a gold 
crown, and the nomothetai are to take action so that the treasurer may recover 
the money: orcroc; 8' liv 6 1:[a.]J.lia.c; arcoA.Ii~[lJt]. 

Another example of a loan is a curious transaction of 408/7 in which the 
overseers of the monies of Demeter and Kore handed over twenty thousand 
drachmai in silver to another group of treasurers, taking in pledge a sum of gold 
worth as much. 12 At this time Athens had not yet begun to mint gold and could 
only make use of it by selling the metal in the open market. 13 The anomaly here 
is that the treasurers of Athena and the treasurers of the Other Gods regularly 
lent the funds under their control without requiring security. 14 The Athenians 
clearly had some sort of restriction on lending the monies of the Eleusinian 
goddesses. In passing the Eleusinian First Fruits Decree (IG I2 76) they had 
invited non-Athenians to contribute to the cult, and, of course, initiates from all 
over Greece paid into the Eleusinian treasury. Perhaps the Athenians con
sidered it close to sacrilege to spend on war monies which they had collected 
from others during a sacred truce. To borrow on proper security would help to 
overcome any such scruples. 

The 'loan', whether fictitious or genuine, is not the only device the politicians 
invented. In 347/6 Androtion proposed a decree to honour Spartakos .and 
Pairisiades which includes a provision to crown them at each celebration of the 
Greater Panathenaia: 15 1:0 8£ apyuptov 8t86va.t wic; a9A.o9Eca.tc; de; wuc; 
CHE<pavouc; l:OV 1:0U 8i)).lOU 1:Cl.J.llO.V EK nov Etc; nl Ka.nl \jllJ(jllO"J.lO.l:a. not 8i)).lrot 
J.lE[pt]SOJ.lEVrov· 1:0 8£ VUV dva.t rca.pa.8oi3va.t wuc; an:o8Ena.c; 1:0 Et<; [ 1:]ouc; 
al:E<p[a]vouc; i':K 1:&v m[p]a.nronK&v XP[ll]J.llicrov. Thus we see that the 
normal procedure will be for the treasurer to pay for the crowns but on the first 

10. IG I' 302, lines 56 ff.; cf. Meiggs and Lewis, op. cit., no. 77, lines 66 ff. 
II. /G II' 330, lines 15 ff. and 62 ff. 
12. /G I' 313, lines 174 ff. and 314, lines 14 ff. 
13. For the gold coinage cf. W. E. Thompson, Mnemosyne 19, 1966, 337 ff.; for the sale of 

gold in 409/8 cf. H. T. Wade-Gery, Nc' 10, 1930, 18 ff. and William Scott Ferguson, The 
Treasurers cf Athena, Cambridge, Mass., 1932, 16 ff. 

14. That the payments from the treasuries of Athena and the Other Gods were loans is 
proven by the computation of interest on them in /G I' 324, but in none of the records of the 
treasurers of Athena (IG I' 293-309a) is security mentioned. 

15. IG II' 212, lines 39 ff. 
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occasion the apodektai will provide the funds. Surely this i~ not a sign that the 
treasurer is temporarily out of money: even though Androtion is less explicit 
than Demosthenes of Lamptrai, we must conclude that the treasurer is not 
permitted to pay for the crown until the nomothetai have made formal 
arrangements. Instead, however, of using the device of a 'loan' in advance of 
such arrangements, he simply takes the necessary money from a fund which had 
fewer restrictions. The military fund would certainly be used in emergencies. 
Apparently Androtion has chosen to define this occasion as one. 

In contrast to this deviousness we have some attempts by proposers of decrees 
to show that they are in fact keeping within the rules. In 387/6, for instance, the 
Boule proposed to honour Phanokritos of Paros with a grant of euergesia and 
entertainment in the Prytaneion.16 Kephalos amended their probou/euma with a 
grant of proxeny and a provision for the cost of all these honours: J.lepicrat of: 
'tO upyuptov 'tO EipTJJ.lEVOV 'tOU~ U1t00EK'ta~ tK 'tiDV KU'tU~UAAOJ.lEVffiV 
XPTJJ.l<i[•]rov t7tetMv 'ta tK 't&v v6J.lroV J.lep[icrrocrt]. As Kirchner correctly 
explains it, 17 the apodektai are not to include money for Phanokritos' honours 
while making up their normal budget. Instead, they are first to provide for 
expenses already authorized and then, once they have done that, they shall see 
to Phanokritos. The cost of a meal and an inscription will not bankrupt the 
treasury of Athens. Kephalos is merely observing the formalities. 

His amendment goes a long way toward explaining a provision we find in a 
decree of the 430's to improve Athens' water supply, which is restored along 
the following lines: 18 [a7tavaA.icrKEV of: U1t0 'tOV XPEJ.lU'tOV] h6cra t~ 'tOV 
q>opov •ov 'A9evaiov 'teA.[£•m, E7tetoav he 9eo~ tx~ mhov A.aJ.l]~<ivet •a 
VOJ.lt~OJ.leVa. The bone of contention here has been the identity of 'ta 
VOJ.lt~OJ.leVa. Is it the sixtieth part of the phoros dedicated to Athena or is it 
something in addition, such as a large fixed sum to be paid into her treasury 
each year? Meritt and Wade-Gery say, 'Athena's recognised current claims 
on tribute money (safeguarded by this clause) will no doubt include the aparche, 
but the aparche by itself is nowhere else safeguarded in this manner, and this 
clause seems to us more reasonable if it safeguards something else as well, like 
the payments' of large fixed sums. 19 The argument from silence has no value in 
this case, however, for we have no other instance of an appropriation from the 
phoros. I myself have suggested that the author of the provision was merely 
trying to make sure the project had first priority over any other uses for 
Athena's income except, of course, 'ta VOJ.lt~OJ.leVa.20 But the proposer is 

16. IG 112 29. 
17. S/G3 137, n. 7. 
18. /G J' 54,1ines 13fT., as restored by B. D. Meritt, H. T. Wade-Gery, and M. F . McGregor, 

The Athenian Tribute Lists, II, Princeton, 1949, 019, lines 13fT. 
19. JHS 83, 1963, 106, n. 38. 
20. Athet~aeum 49, 1971, 330fT. 
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neither 'safeguarding' the phoros or any other budgeted payment, nor is he 
establishing priority for the water project. As one can see from Kephalos' 
amendment, we have here just another way of observing the formalities, by 
making it clear that one is not violating the fundamental regulation that Athena 
shall first receive Ta VOJ.us6J.1EVa, whatever that phrase encompasses. 

One final text: Kallias in 434/3 directs a new board of treasurers to receive 
the possessions of the Other Gods from the various officials who now have 
charge of them and to steward in the Opisthodomos Tn Tov 8Eov XPEJ.lU'ta 
h6aa OUVU'tOV Kai oawv.21 Fornara, taking h6aa adverbially, translates, 
'(administering) the funds of the gods capably and piously.'22 Some see here 
an indication that the Kallias Decrees really do not belong in 434/3, for we 
know that not all of the sacred treasures were brought to the Acropolis then,23 

but Bradeen takes h6aa as a relative with XPEJ.lU'ta and interprets this clause 
to mean that the treasurers 'cared for the other gold and silver of the Gods, 
at least such as they could bring in to the Akropolis with the sanction of 
divine law .'24 In a deme decree of the late fourth century we find plans for 
raising money by leasing the deme's property, but once again the formalities 
intrude: oi J.1ta8romiJ.1EVOt IIapaA.iav Kat 'AA.J.lupioa Kai To 9T]aEiov Kai 
'tUAA<l Ei TtOU 'tl eanv, oaa o{6v 'tE K<li 8EJ.l1'tOV eanv epy<iatJ.l<l TtOtEiv, K<l'tCt 
T<iOE tpyaaovTat.25 The words o{6v TE Kai 9EJ.1tT6v are lexically equivalent 
to Kallias' OUVQ'tOV Kat oatov and tend to substantiate Bradeen's version. 
In all of the inscriptions which I have cited we find that men who dealt with 
public and sacred monies had to obtain a nihil obstat. 

University of California 
(Davis) 

21. /G I' 91, lines 15 ff. 

WESLEY E. THOMPSON 

22. Translated Documents of Greece and Rome, 1: Archaic 11mes to the End of the Peloponnesian 
War, edited and translated by Charles W. Fomara, Baltimore, 1977, 130; at GRBS II, 1970, 192 
he translates the passage. 'And let these fulfill their office as treasurers of the Gods on the 
Acropolis in the Opisthodomos as divine law sanctions.' 

23. Cf. H. B. Mattingly, BCH 92, 1968, 456 f. 
24. GRBS 12, 1971, 472. 
25. JG 112 2498, lines 15 ff. 
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